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OF COMPRESSOR BLADE
By William R. .G@&Ln
has been
SUMMARY .
made to determine the induced effect ofAn investigation
sweep on an axial-flow compressor blade. Velocities of entering and
exiting flow and blade-section pressure distributions were measured at
three radial stations on a 30° swept-blade rotor of 0.69 hub-tip ratio
having the same blade geometric characteristics as an NACA 6>series
umswept-blsde rotor for which similar q~tities were measured and the
results presented in NACA Technical Note 3806. In these tests, the blade
tip speed was 183 feet per second and the inlet Mach number relative to
the rotor rsnged from 0.25 to 0.45. The blade-section pressure distri-
butions were obtained by the use of a mercury-seal pressure-transfer
detice. The data obtained were also compared tith similar data for the
ss.meWLsilesections obtained from a two-dimensional porous-wall cascade
tunnel.
The comparisons of blade-section pressure distributions indicated
that, in order to obtain the ssme effective angles of attack on the
swept-blade rotor as on the unswept-blade rotor, the swept blade would
require an additional twist of 3.8° for the entire radial span. Two-
dimensional cascade data adequately predicted the turning singlethrough
the swept-blade rotor if the change in axial velocity provided by the
trailing portion of the blade was taken into account.
INTRODUCTION “
W axial-flow compressors, the demand for higher weight flows and
fewer stages has led to higher inlet Mch nmbers relative to the com-
pressor blade. When the Mach ntier is increased much above the critical
Mch nunlber,the blade losses usually go up. Still further increases in
Mach number usually lead to choking of the flow, particularly for blade
-.
secticms of high solidity, high thickness, and low inlet air angle. The
application of sweepback has been suggested as a possible means of
increasing the inlet Mch number range. Sweepback is not expected to __
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increase appreciably the critical Mach number for compressor %lsilesas
it.does for aircraft wings because the spanwise flow wilJ.be restrained 1
by the inner and outer casings. Sweepback, however, can increase the
minimum flow mea in the blade passage and in that way may extend the
.s
usable Mach nuniberrange.
Sweepback presents aerodynamic problems in blade design as weJl as
the mechanical problem of high stress. Sweeping the blade causes a
spanwise vsriation in induced velocity at the leading edge d also
causes a change of several percent Zn sxial velocity ahead of and behind
the blade.
In order to determine the detailed effects of sweep on”a rotating
blade, blade-section pressure distributions would be necessary. Fl?essure
distributions on an unswept blade have been reported in reference 1. In
the present investigation, pressure distributions were measured for a
swept blade with other geometric characteristics similar to the blade
tested in reference 1. No attempt was made to correct the spanwi.seblade
loading for sweep. The differences in the pressure distributions of the
swept and unswept blades should indicate the induced effects produced by
sweeping the blade. The tests covered a Mach number range from 0.25
to 0.45.
SYMBOLS
c
Cn
cn,M
cn,P
Cn,e
M
P
P
q
t
chord, ft
section normal-force coefficient (normal to chord)
section normal-force coefficient, from
momentum and static pressure
section norgal-force coefficient, from
‘distribution
section noxmal-fcrrcecoefficient, from
Mach number
static pressure, lb/sq ft
total pressure, lb/sq ft
dynamic pressure, ++, lb/sqft
thickness, ft
measured change in
area of pressure
corrected fl,cLcurve
t
r.
—
.
v
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u rotational velocity of rotor blade at @ radius, ft/sec
v velocity, ft/sec
a angle of attack (angle between entering air and chord line), deg
a’ angle of attack corrected to average axial velocity
P inlet air angle (angle between entering air and axial direction),
deg
e turning angle (angle through which sir is turned by blade
element), deg
e! turning angle corrected to average axial velocity
P density, shJ@/cu ft
Subscripts:
o station ahead of guide vanes
1 station between guide vanes and rotor
2 station behind rotor
a axial
L local chordwise ~int
n normal to blade leading edge
P similsr pressure distribution
q Similsr flow quantity
r relative to rotor
s swept blade
u unswept blade
APPARATUS AND T?mrs
The axial-flow test compressor with a tip dismeter of 42 inches
used for the present investigation is shown in figure 1. The major
.
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alteration to the general configuration since the work of reference 1
was the replacement of the conical diffuser by two 90° diffusing cascade k’
bends. These bends slightly reduced the weight flow for the open-
. throttle conditions.
b
Blading
A sketch of the rotor blades is shown in figure 2. The blades, 24
in all, were swept versions of the blades discussed in reference 1. The
angle of sweep was no and the twist, blade sections, solidity, ti blade-
setting angle were the ssme as those for the unswept blade. Three blades,
each containing 24 static-pressure orifices, were used for measuring
pressure distributions. me orifices were located at the outboard, mean,
and inboard sections as in reference 1, the outboard and inboard sections
being located 1 inch from the ends of the bltie. The span of’the blade
is reduced at the trailing edge because of the combined effects of the
blsde sweep and blade-setting angle. The dashed lines in figure 2 show
estimated streamlines for the swept rotor. The blade hsd a radial span
of 6.5 inches and a constant chord of ~.~ inches normal to a.radial llne.
The blade-tip clesrance was approximately 0.030 inch. The blade sectians
tested are described in the following table:
Caliber. . . . , , . . . . . . . . . .
Solidity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Blade-setting angle, deg . . . . . . .
Thickness ratio, tjc . . . . . . . . .
Outboard I Mean I Inboard
The blade-setting singleis measured between the chord line and the axis
of rotation. Vector diagrsms for the original design conditions are
shown in figure 3.
The rdw of guide vanes was the same as that used tith the unswept
blade of reference 1. They produced a free-vortex velocity profile against
the direction of rotation as the flow entered the rotor.
Instrumentation
The 24-cell, mercury-seal, pressure-transfer device was the same
as that used in reference 1.
The airspeed and flow direction between the guide vanes and rotor
and behind the rotor were measured with automatic yaw instruments con-
taining a pressure probe having null-typs yaw, static-pressure,and
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totaLpressure elements.
u prism probes in reference
The probes
2 with the
!5
were of the form referred to as
yaw tties cut at an angle of 45°
for grbter sensitivity.
Method of Testing
Blade pressure distribution, total pressure, static pressure, and
flow direction ahead of and behind the rotor were measured at six-angles
of attack at the outboard section and at eight angles of attack at the
mean and inboard sections for a tip speed of 183 feet per second. The
angle of attack at the mea diameter was varied from 9.7° up to the stall
point by throttling the discharge. The throttle was adjusted until the
dynamic pressure at the mean radius ahead of the guide vsnes, ~, closely
approximated ~ for the unswept~blade tests. -All pressure measurements
including blade pressure distributions at a given blade section were
recorded simultaneouslyby photo~aphing a multitube manometer board.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Blade-Section Pressure Distributions
For a comparison of the unswept- and swept-blade sections, pressure
distributions for the sane @ and rotational speed were superimposed
for each of the three sections. The comparisons were made at three con-
ditions covering the operating range: open throttle, design,.and nesr
l surge. The slight differences in sngle of attack at corresponding values
of @ for the comparisons may be attributed to a slight radial varia-
tion in axial velocity for the swept case and the effect of small fluc-b.
tuations in the flow on the measured air angle at station 1.
In figure 4, the comp=isons sre for the outbosrd section. The first
comparison is for the open-throttle or low-angle-of-attack condition. The
upper surface curve is more peaked toward the leading edge and the lower
surface curve is less peaked for the swept case than for the unswept case.
—
This condition indicates that the swept-blade section is operating at an
effectively higher angle of attack than the unswept section. In the desi~
and near-surge plots (figs. k(b) and (c)), it canbe seen from the upper
and lower surface curves nesr the leading edge that the swept blade con-
tinued to operate at an effectively higher angle of attack than the
unswept blade over the measured operating range.
.
At the mean section (fig. 5), the comparison indicates that the
effective angles of attack
u sections over the measured
being in close agreement.
are very sitilsr for the swept smd unswept
operating range, the peaks on both surfaces
6At the inboard section (fig. 6),
that the swept bide was operating at
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the pre%ure distributions indicate
a lower effective angle of attack Y
than the unswept blade over the measured operating range. –
.
Mtching Fressure Distributions
By comparing pressure distributions at slightly different angles of
attack, it was possible to obtain pressure distributions for the unswept
blade that were similar to those for the swept bls,de. In most cases, the
measured pressure distributions for the unswept blade bracketed the pres-
sure distribution for the swept bladej a Mnesr interpolationwas used on
the ordinate snd the parameters
‘l,r~ a} e, and ~ at the desired
pressure distribution.
~ figure 7, matching pressure distributions are shown for the out-
board sections of the swept and unswept blades covering the ssme operating
conditions as the swept blade in figure.4. Figure 8 provides similarly
matched pressure distributions for the inbo~d sections. At the mean
section, further comparison of the pressure distributions was deemed
unnecessary.
Thus, for each pressure distribution onme swept blade, two related
pressure distributions can be obtained on the-unswept blade - one having
a similar distribution and tk other having a similar throttle setting as
indicatedby ~. The change in angle of attack for the unswept blade in
going from the same throttle setting to the same pressure distribution as
the swept blade provides an approximate value.for the change in effective
angle of attack due to sweeping the blade. The throttle setting (i.e., Q) r
was used as a basis of comparison rather than angle of attack as computed
from instrument measurements at station 1 because ~ could be measured ~
accurately, whereas measurements at station 1 were less accurate because
of the effects of the radial flows and the guide-vane wakes.
The matching process was used for all the points tested at the three
sections of the blade. From plots of Q against angle of attack for the
unswept blade, the change in induced angle was approximatedby the differ-
ence in angle of attack of the unswept blade mder the two ~ conditions
of the matching pressure distributions. The results of this process are
shown in figure 9 and indicate that, in order to obtain the design angle
of attack at all radii, the blade twist should be increased by 2.60 between
the inboard and outboard sections or 0.58° per inch of radial span. The
increase in twist amounts to approximately 3.8° for the overti radial
spare. Although twisting the blade as suggest&dby the data of figure 9 .
would reduce the lift at the tip and increase it at the hti so that the
required twist at the outboard sectim and inboard section would be
reduced, the difference in twist is negligible for this rotor. Also #
presented in figure 9 are predicted values of.twist for the design con-
dition for an isolated airfoil estimated from the charts of reference 3.
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On the swept-blade rotor at the leading edge of each blade section,
2 the cross-sectional-flowarea of the airstream is somewhat reduced by
the cross-sectional area of the blade iriboardof that section. This
reduction in area would result in a higher axial velocity at the leading
.
edge of the swept blade thau for the unswept blade. At the instrumnt
stations upstresm of the blade, the passage areas for the two blades,
ad hence the axial velocities, were the ssme for the same ~. This
condition indicates that there was a chsmge in sxial velocity in the
swept-blade rotor that was not present in the unswept-blade rotor between
the upstream measuring station and the blade leading edge.
A calculation of the increase in axial velocity at the blade leading
edge was made for the three blade sections by using the reduction in mea
due to the thickness of the swe”~ blade idboard of each section. The
velocities measured at the instrument location were converted to veloci-
ties at the blade leading edge by means of this increase in -al veloc-
ity. From the change in axial velocity, the change in angle of attack
due to the thickness of the blade was obtained. These values were ccmL-
binedtith the values of chsmge insngle of attack due to sweep (fig. 9)
to obtain the induced effect of sweep due to”lift d-one; the results sre
shown in figure 10. As can be seen frmn a comparison of figures 9 and 10,
the thickness of the blade reduced the induced effect of sweep; in this
case the reduction in twist was frcm 5.1° to 2.60 between the o~tboard
and inboard sections, or about x percent.
Comparison of Turning Angles in Compressor and Cascade
Plots of turning angle against angle of attack of the blade sections*
for the swept-blade-rotor and two-dimensional cascade sre presented in
figure Il. The c@npressor values were obtained from instrument measure-
* ments as they were for the unswept blade of reference 1, figure 11. The
cascade values were taken from reference 4 and were determined by the
carpet-plotting technique. For the outboard section, the caniberfor the
swept blade was sllghtly greater than it had been for the unswept blade.
This difference was caused by the shortening of the circumferential chord
length at the outboard section by about 4 percent due to sweep and an
increase in the maximum height of the mean line of about 3 percent due
to radial twist of the blade. (See fig. 2.)
The outboard section (fig. n(a)) of the swept-blade rotor provided
1 5° greater turning than was predicted by the cascade data for the ssme.
sngle of attack. For the unswept-blade rotor, the turning waa about 1°
higher than that predicted by cascade. For the mean section, the swept-
“ blade rotor protide&0.3° less turning at the design condition than was
indicatedby the cascade (fig. IL(b)). At the inboard section (fig. n(c)),
the swept-blade rotor provided approximately 2.5° less turning at design
.
than indicated by the cascade, whereas for the unswept blade the rotor
turning matched the cascsde turning at design.
.
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On the swept-blade rotor at the traiM~ edge of each blade section,
the cross-sectional area of the airstreem is reduced by the cross- t
sectional area of the blade as previously mentioned in regard to the
leading edge. A calculaticm of the increase in sxi.alvelocity at the
blade trailing edge was made for the three blade sections by using the
.
reduction in area due to the presence of the tiailing portion of the
swept blade outboard of each section, and the velocities measured at the - –
instrument.downstreamwere converted to velocities at the blade trailing
edge by increasing the component of the axi~ velocity. The results
indicated an increase in turning singleof 0.4°, 1.2°, and 2.5° for the
outboard, mean, and inboard sections, respectively, at the trailing edge
as compared with the downstream station. Admittedly, the calculation for
the change in axial velocity ignored many factors; the results, however,
indicate a method of applying cascade data to the selection of blade
sections in the design of swept-blade rotors.
—
—
—
Corrected Turning Angles
The angles of attack and turning engl.eswere also corrected by using
the mem-axial-velocity correction aa in reference 1. The corrected
curves are shown in figure 12. The ccmrection considerably improved the
—
agreement in turning sngle between the swept-blade rotor amd cascade at–
the outboard section which had a 5-percent lower axial velocity ahesiiof
—
the rotor and a 5-percent higher exit @al velocity than the average
sxial velocity of the compressor. If the swept-blade turning angles were
increased by the estimated chsnge in turning between the trailing edge
and instrument station, it appears that the agreement in turning single
between the swept-blade rotor and cascade wouldbe the same as the agree- b
ment for the unswept-blade rotor snd cascade for a region extending about
3° Oneither side of the design value.
—-
*
The swept-blade turning-angle curves were also calculated for &ec-
tions normal to the leading edge by using the data of figure XL amd the
equations
. tin-l al cf_
Cf”n cos A
snd
en,= tan -ltm(e - a) +% .
cos A
where A is the sweepback angle. Also, cascade values were obtained from #
reference 4 for the l%ormalttblade parameters calculated from the fol-
lowing equations:
.
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.
Pl,n = tan
-1
[
tim(pl -
1
a)cos A +%
()
%,0Cz,o ~ =—
cos A
‘n =
/
cos2(p1 - a)
+ sin2(pl - a)
COS2A
where CZ,o is the blade cauiberin terms of the isolated-airfoil lift
coefficimt and a is the ratio of blade chord to blade gap. (These
equations were derived by Melvyn Savage while at the Iangl.eyAeronautical
Laboratory and me based on cross sections taken through a cascsde.)
The resulting values of turning angle sre shown in figure 13 and the
agreement is about the same as that of figure 11, except that the cascade
is operating nearer stall for the data of figure 13 than for the data of
figure Xl at all three sections.
l These comparisons of turning angle indicate that the differences in
cascade and rotor inlet and exit air-flow angles were approximately of
the ssme magnitude for both the swept-blade and unswept-blade rotors,
protided that the inlet and exit sir angles relative to the rotor sre
corrected by using the mean @al velocity correction and that in the
swept case the change in axial velocity between the trailing edge and
instrument measuring station is taken into account. The comparisons of
cascade data snd the data of swept-blade sections normal to the leading
edge showed as good agreement in turning angle as similsr canparisons
based on blade sections parallel to the sir flow at the cascade design
angle of attack; however, the cascade values for the normal section did
not adequately predict the higher than design sngle-of-attack operating
range.
Normal-Force Coefficients
As in reference 1, the normal-force coefficients were computed by
three methods: (1) integration of measured pressure distributions,
(2) from the measured changes in momentum and static pressure neglecting
the drag force, and (3) from the imlet angle and turning angle by assming
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constant axial velocity with no loss in total pressure. The normal- .
force coefficients co~uted by these methods sre designated Cn,p,
cn,M) and Cn,e and are shown plotted in figure 14. At the outboard
section, the pressure distributions ~,p indicate a m@er 10mng than
the measured momentum plus pressure rise ~,M inticates. me v~ues
of Cn,p appesr to be higher than the values of cn,M because of the
increase in induced angle of attack with sweep. If the turning angles
for the values of Cn,p were computed on the basis of the effective
angle of attack rather thsm the measured sngle of attack, the values
of Cn,p would le in close agreement with the values of Cn,M The—
values of cn,e are greater them the values of Cn,M since cnjO ‘=
computed by using the ideal pressure rise.
At the mean section, the values of Cn,P we also higher than the
values of c ~n, At this section, the change in induced angle of attack
due to sweep is 0.5° or less, snd shifting the values of ~,p accord-
ingly would not appreciably change the agreement between ~,p and cn,~
For the inboard section, the agreement betwe= ~,p and cn,M is
close. Plotting the values of ~,p against ~ corrected for the
induced effect will not alter the a$geement at this section, since the
valUeS of ~,M sre nearly constant for high turning angles where the
induced effect is greatest.
v
CONCLUSIONS
.
An investigation has been made to determine the induced effect of
sweep on an @al-flow compressor which had its blsdes swept back 30°.
All other geometric characteristics of this rotor were the same as those
of the unswept-blade rotor described in NACA Technical Note 38o6. The
data of the tests cover a range in inlet Mach number relative to the
rotor from 0.25 to 0.45. FTom comparisons of the.pressure distributions
on the swept and unswept blades and from ccmgmrisons of cascade and
swept-blade air-flow sngles, the following conclusions ue indicated:
1. The blade-section pressure distributions indicate that, in order
to obtain the ssme effective angle of attack on the swept-blade rotor aa
on the unswept-blade rotor, the blade twist should be increased by 3.8°
for the entire radial span.
.
u
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k 2. The induced effect of lift on angle of attack and twist due to
sweep was psrtially offset by the blockage of the,blade; for the swept
blade, this reduction in area decreased the reqpired increase in twist
u by an estimated ~ percent.
3. Two-dimensional cascade data were adequate in predicting the
blade turning angle at the trailing edge of the swept blade. h order
to obtain the turning angle at any station farther downstream, the change
In axial veloci~ due to the trai13.ngportion of the blade must be taken
into account.
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